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Note: Book Reviewers are listed in italics.

THE BIOGRAPHY OF A LEGAL DISPUTE. By Marc A. Franklin.  
_Torcia, Charles E._ 1012

EUROPE AND THE DOLLAR. By Charles P. Kindleberger. _Bertson, Byron L._ 773

THE FIRST FREEDOM. By Bryce W. Rucker. _Hanson, Arthurb B._ 254

_Fischer, Emeric_ 503

REPRESENTATION. Edited by J. Roland Pennock and John N. Chapman. 
_Bednar, Charles S._ 1008

THE ROAD FROM RUNNYMEDE: MAGNA CARTA AND CONSTITUTIONALISM IN AMERICA. By A. E. Dick Howard. _Knowlton, Robert E._ 499

THE WARREN COURT. By Archibald Cox. _Swindler, William F._ 259